Interdisciplinary Graduate Program in
Molecular Medicine

January 30       Kevin Urak
February 6      Katherine Perschbacher and Morgan Sturgeon
February 13     Bradley Hamilton
February 20     Rebecca Autenried and Sunny Huang
March 1        Lalage Wakefield, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD
               DAY/ROOM
               CHANGE
               THURS 4:00 p.m.
               1289 CBRB
March 6        Gabriel Velez and Marcus Toral
March 13       Spring Break – no MCB Seminar
March 20       Chandler Jensen-Cody & Dao-Fu Dai
March 29       Cecilia Moens, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, University of Washington,
               Seattle, WA, co-sponsored with the Department of Anatomy & Cell Biology, Fang Lin,
               faculty host
               CHANGE
               THURS 4:00 p.m.
               1289 CBRB
April 2        Christopher Newgard, Duke University, Durham, NC
               DAY/ROOM
               CHANGE
               (Matthew Potthoff, faculty host)
               MONDAY
               1:00 – 2:00 1289 CBRB
April 3        Special Seminar Presentation: Brett Winborn, UI College of Law; Kenneth Kranja, UIRF  and
               Paula DeGrandis, UIRF.
April 10       Maureen Lamb and Colten Lankford
April 17       Health Sciences Research Week – No Seminar
April 24       Kevin Booth and Sharon Idiga
May 1          Rotation Talks: Gillian DeWane, Samantha Krysa, Sofiya Pisarenka, Mackenzie Spicer and
               Gabriel Baccam
May 8          Final Exam Week